
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Here’s a quick explainer about the meet and how it works, considering that so many of our 12-under swimmers are 
doing their first ‘real’ USA Swimming season. 
 
TIME STANDARDS & ELIGIBILITY REPORT 
There are time standards for this meet, and only qualified individuals may participate.  You can find a pdf with the time 
standards posted on the page for the meet on our web.  You can also find an ‘eligibility report’ that shows which of our 
swimmers are currently qualified in which events. 
Obviously, the list of qualified swimmers is subject to change after the Groundhog, A+, and Regional Championship 
Meets.  We’ll keep posting updated eligibility reports throughout the rest of the season. 
 
MEET DEADLINE 
Right now the deadline is listed as 2/17, the Thursday BEFORE the Regionals meet.  Swimmers CAN change or add events 
at Regionals, but we just want a ‘rough draft’ entry in the system heading into the weekend.  MUCH easier for us to 
make changes and additions on deck that weekend than to start with nothing. 
 
QUALIFYING AT REGIONALS & ‘WIN AND IN’ 
There are some important things to remember about the Regionals weekend with regards to qualifying for and signing 
up for 12-Under State 

• Swimmers that already have qualifying times CAN add more swims (or change swims) after Regionals.  But those 
swimmers need to communicate those adds/changes BEFORE LEAVING THE DECK of Regionals.  After Sunday 
the coaches go back to Drew’s and spend a few hours finalizing the entry before the Monday deadline 

• SWIMMERS NOT CURRENTLY QUALIFIED FOR STATE CAN ALSO QUALIFY AT REGIONALS! Obviously, they can’t 
sign up in advance, but every year we have 5-10 new qualifiers that get their first ‘state cuts’ at Regionals.  
Those swimmers ALSO need to check in with their coach before leaving the deck at Regionals 

• Part of the format for Regionals is the ‘win and in’ aspect of any 11-12 or 10-under event.  This means that the 
winner of any of those designated events (including the Friday ‘distance races’) is AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFIED 
FOR STATE, regardless of their time.  (Typically the winner of each event often goes faster than the cut anyway, 
but not always.)  These ‘win and in’ swimmers ALSO need to check with a coach if that happens 

 
MEET FORMAT – BONUS EVENTS 
We’ll be sending a LOT more info out to qualifiers once the meet is getting closer, especially the week of state.  But one 
thing to know about in advance is the ‘bonus event’ rule.  This rule is in place to basically make it ‘worthwhile’ for 
swimmers qualified in only one or two races to compete in the meet.  It states that qualified swimmers can do up to 4 
individual events; swimmers with 1 cut get 3 bonus, swimmers with 2 get 2, and swimmers with 3 cuts get 1 bonus. 
 
 
Our expectation has always been than any/all qualified swimmers participate in the 12-Under State Meet.  It’s the 
pinnacle of our age group season and we’re really excited for some fast swimming! 
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask.  Go BAC! 
 


